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Protest final examinations 
Students demonstrate in Africa 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa 
(AP)-Black students in the sprawling 
Soweto ghetto built bonfires of school 
books and sang "We Shall Over- 
come" in demonstrations yesterday 
against taking final examinations put 
off since last year. 
Classes were disrupted for the day, 
but authorities ordered all students to 
be in their classrooms between 8 
a.m. and 3 p.m. today under a 
curfew threatening tough action 
against youths found on the streets 
during school hours. 
THE ORDER followed demon- 
strations by some 6,000 students in 
the strictly segregated dty of more 
than one million blacks located 10 
miles southwest of Johannesburg. 
Riot police used tear gas to 
disperse a crowd of an estimated 
4,000 students at a high school in the 
Meadowlands district. 
THE EXAMINATIONS were 
postponed     last     year     by     an- 
tigovernment rioting in Soweto that 
later spread to other black townships 
throughout the country and in which 
some 900 blacks were reported killed. 
Student militants oppose the exams 
because release of arrested student 
leaders, reforms in black education 
and other demands made during last 
year's unrest have not been met. 
THE MILITANTS, members of the 
Soweto Students Representative 
Council, want universal education for 
whites and blacks. They regard the 
current black education system as 
inferior. 
Currently South Africa has 
separate education systems for 
whites, blacks, persons of mixed race 
officially called "coloreds" and 
Asians, with white students receiving 
the bulk of education funds. 
Still, many black students want to 
continue their educations, disrupted 
for six months last year, and oppose 
the bo/cott. 
Council approves new course; 
staffing remains undetermined 
By Deb Gebolyi 
Staff Reporter 
Beginning summer quarter, English 
110 will be a reality. The course, 
approved yesterday by Academic 
Council, is designed for students 
whose placement scores are below 
those required for English 111. 
Academic Council reviewed the 
staffing of the new course and 
discussed how many credit hours it 
should be granted. It was the third 
meeting in which the proposal was 
discussed. 
John G. Eriksen, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences said the 
new course will require three 
graduate internships or one intern 
instructor and one assistant. He 
added that he hasn't been able to 
identify where the funding will be 
coming from. 
Prof protests tenure 
policies, procedures 
By Gall Harris 
Staff Reporter 
A problem concerning summer employment of faculty members who have 
finished a probationary period but have not been granted tenure has been 
brought to the attention of the Faculty Senate Executive Committee (SEC). 
Apparently, a professor who already has been notified that his contract will 
be permanently terminated at the end of this academic year is protesting a 
procedure that presents faculty members from teaching during the summer 
following their termination. 
Dr. Sheldon Halpern, vice provost for faculty affiars, sent a memorandum 
to all University deans last November stating that he had been advised by a 
lawyer not to offer summer employment to faculty members who had not 
attained tenure after a probationary period. He said such employment could 
be "construed as continuing to serve under regular appointment to the 
teaching faculty after the expiration of his-her probationary period and thus 
result, inadvertently, in permanent tenure." 
"THIS IS NOT a University policy, it's just been the procedure that's been 
almost universally observed since I was advised by legal counsel (during the 
1974-75 academic year)," he said. "And I really can't enforce it I can't 
give orders to the deans." 
Tenure, he explained, is a binding contractual commitment that guarantees 
the faculty member continual employment at the University as long as the 
person desires and there is a need for that position. 
Halpern said he thinks the summer employment procedure is a good one 
"because it makes more sense not to enter into a contract with uncertain 
implication." He said a lawsuit has never been brought against the 
University challenging the procedure, adding that one probably never will if 
terminated faculty are not offered additional contracts. 
"As I see it, the only way we'll ever go to court with it is if we keep 
someone for the summer and they sue us," he said. 
BY HAVING continuing faculty teach summer courses, department 
programming continuity and higher standards of education are obtained, 
Halpern said. 
"In terms of good personnel practice, it makes more sense to give it to 
people staying with the organization," he said "And institutions can exercise 
more choice with professors now. More professors want to teach summer 
school than there are Jobs available. A few years ago, when the question 
first came up, it wasn't that way." 
Halpern said he can recall only one time the procedure was violated. 
"That was because of rotation in the department for summer school and 
there was prior agreement that this guy had to work the summer after he 
was terminated," he said.   "But there was an agreement so it couldn't turn 
into tenure." 
He refused to release the name of the faculty member in question, so it 
was impossible'for the News to find out the person's view.  Several members 
of SEC could not be reached for comment. 
^_ L 
Time is running out- 
apply for a News job 
You may not be a Bob 
Woodward or a Lois Lane, but 
you may have some journalistic 
talent. If so, apply at the BG 
News. 
The News is accepting ap- 
plications for the 1977-78 
academic year. The new jobs 
will take effect spring quarter. 
Positions   available   include 
editorial, reporting and ad- 
vertising sales positions. All 
students may apply, regardless 
of major or minor. 
Applications are due at S p.m. 
tomorrow at the News office, 106 
University Hall. Applications 
may be picked up between 8 
a.m. and S p.m. today and 
tomorrow. 
"I am hopeful that we can meet 
this need within the present budget, 
but I can't make that statement 
today." 
ERIKSEN SAID plans to ac- 
comodate English 110 students will 
be possible through; 
-increasing the number of students 
per class, 
-making more efficient use of all 
sections and 
-adjusting offerings and teaching 
assignments within the department. 
In a separate vote, Council agreed 
that "no more than eight hours of 
basic English writing (English 110, 
HI, 112, 113) may be applied toward 
graduation." 
The statement will be added to the 
general requirements for graduation. 
THE QUESTION of offering the 
course for a grade will be discussed 
in Faculty Senate. 
In other action. Provost Kenneth 
W. Rothe suggested that Council 
consider a contingency plan to 
eliminate finals week and continue 
classes to make up for the two and a 
half days of classes that have been 
canceled because of the weather. 
Rothe said "The University may 
well lose more days before February 
is over and Council should devise a 
way to handle the situation if it 
comes about." 
The idea was tabled until next 
week when members will present 
their views on the schedule and 
consult the Council calendar com- 
mittee. 
Also on the agenda for next week 
is discussion of the possibility of 
changing the academic calendar to a 
semester system. Rothe said a 
faculty poll has been taken in the 
past and a split vote was the result 
"But Columbia Gas may decide for 
us if they shut the University for 
January and February," he said. 
Weather 
Mostly sunny aad mild today, 
high in the middle 40s. Fair 
tonight, low In the mid 30s. 
Cloudy and continued mild 
tomorrow, high In the upper 40s 
and lower SOs. Chance of 
precipitation 10 per cent today 
N«wi|*oto   by   Don*   Ho 
Some persons spend their weekends downtown, but this diver 
spent at least part of last weekend In the Natatorium during a 
meet with Kent State. Silhouetted against the glass In the 
Natatorium, the diver appears to be bending over backwards in 
his plunge toward the pool. The swimmers were defeated by 
•he Golden Flashes 69-44. 
Metzenboum osks for inquiry into gos corp. 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Sen. Howard M. 
Metzenbaum said yesterday that 
interlocking relationships between 
Ohio gas companies and their 
pipeline suppliers should be In- 
vestigated by a state senate com- 
mittee. 
Metzenbaum's testimony came as 
the Senate Energy and Public 
Utilities Commitee began a probe of 
Ohio's four major gas utilities. 
Three of these companies, 
Columbus,Dayton Power It Light and 
Cincinnati Gas & Electric, get major 
portions of their gas from the 
Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. 
"I believe that an investigation is 
warranted," Metzenbaum said. "I 
believe there is a credibility gap." 
He said the panel should attempt to 
restore competition to the gas utility 
market. 
METZENBAUM has asked the 
Federal Power Commission (FPC) to 
bar Columbia Transmission from 
passing on to consumers the cost of 
high-priced, intrastate gas it pur- 
chased last January after selling off 
surplus gas last year. 
As the result of a decision to lift an 
October 1976 curtailment plan, 
Metzenbaum told the FPC, 
"Columbia Transmission sold an 
excess of 20.7 billion cubic feet of gas 
reserves that could have been stored 
for the winter heating season. 
"The direct result of Columbia 
Transmission 's imprudent decision 
is being presently felt by Columbia 
Gas of Ohio, which In late January 
announced that Ohio industries and 
schools must close their doors to 
conserve scarce gas supplies," he 
added. 
"THEY MADE a bad business 
decision," Metzenbaum told the 
Senate committee. "It's their 
business decision and I don't think 
the consumers of Ohio should have to 
pay for that business decision." 
A spokesman for the pipeline 
company in Charleston, W. Va., said, 
"We've given the senator's office all 
of the facts. The conclusions that 
have been drawn are erroneous. It's 
his prerogative to ask the FPC for 
an investigation." 
Specifically, Metzenbaum said the 
FPC should order Columbia Tran- 
smission to show cause as to why it 
should not be prohibited from passing 
through to customers the cost of the 
unregulated gas purchases. 
MEANWHILE, House Speaker 
Vernal G. Riffe Jr. (D-New Boston) 
rejected the request of Columbia Gas 
of Ohio for suspension of a state law 
that forbids utilities from spreading 
the cost of emergency gas to anyone 
except those who actually use it 
Columbia said the law prevented 
them from making emergency gas 
available to the residential sector. 
"If you ever reach a point where 
emergency purchases of gas will be 
sent to supply your residential 
customers, then you would have to 
be in a position where you have 
completely run out of natural gas," 
Riffe wrote to Columbia President 
Marvin E. White. 
"If you are in a position as 
described...then the customer who 
uses the gas pays for the gas," he 
said. 
Flynt awaiting court decision on release 
CINCINNATI (AP)--Hustler 
magazine publisher Larry Flynt 
remained in Jail yesterday on ob- 
scenity and organized crime con- 
victions while a three-Judge appellate 
court decided whether he should be 
released on bail. 
Flynt, convicted Tuesday of 
engaging in organized crime and 
selling material Judged to be ob- 
scene, agreed to the panel's provision 
that he not distribute the men's 
magazine in Hamilton County if he 
were freed, his lawyers said at a 
hearing yesterday. 
Flynt, 34, remained in the 
Hamilton County workhouse and did 
not appear at the hearing in the 1st. 
District Ohio Court of Appeals. His 
earlier plea to the trial judge for 
release on bail was denied after 
sentencing. 
Attorney Harold Fahringer said at 
the appellate hearing his client was 
being "punished unjustly." 
"UNTIL we've agreed on this 
subject in a higher court, the man 
should be allowed to be out on bail," 
Fahringer said. 
His attorneys argued that Flynt 
was tied to the Columbus community 
by his business and family and would 
not flee the area. 
Hustler Magazine Inc. was also 
convicted of both charges. Both were 
fined $11,000 while Flynt was sen- 
tenced to 7 to 25 years in jail. 
Flynt's wife, Althea Leasure, his 
brother Jimmy R., and magazine 
vice president Al Van Schaik were 
acquitted by the jury of seven men 
and five women after four days of 
deliberations. 
DEFENSE counsel Charles Kaps 
said Ohio's organized crime law was 
"rather a unique law in its context" 
and no precedent had been set in 
state courts. 
The 1974 Ohio statute defines 
organized crime as a syndicate 
purposely engaged to perpetrate a 
crime. It defines a syndicate as any 
group of live or more individuals 
collaborating to engage in an offense 
for profit. Flynt's defense claims the 
conviction was invalid because only 
two of the five were found guilty of 
the charge. 
"We've been getting a lot of 
telephone calls from around the 
country throughout the trial," 
Hamilton County Prosecutor Simon 
Leis said. "They've been looking at 
this case with great interest. 
"I think we've set a trend among 
county prosecutors to take the in- 
tiative in this area," he said. 
Leis declined comment on whether 
other     magazines     might     be 
prosecuted. "This is not a witch 
hunt," he said. 
Leis, even before the verdict was 
announced Tuesday, revealed another 
12-count indictment against Flynt 
charging him with disseminating 
material Is which harmful to minors. 
Flynt is also facing pandering 
obscenity charges in Cleveland later 
this month. 
Inside the News... 
A new column takes a behind-the- 
scenes look at campus people and 
places. Read the real story on 
page 4. 
Is Hustler publisher Larry Flynt 
being denied his right to free 
expression? The News thinks he 
is, read today's editorial on page 
8. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
,. w.s. sad dav«.,Jz*^-*..Am.H« w.y winter weather brinqs response 
when  Hustler  Magazine Publisher Larry  Flynt  was convicted  In  a Kj § 
It as a sad day for freedom of expression in America Tuesday
i  
Cincinnati court of "pandering obscenity.'' 
Flynt received a sentence of 7-25 years and a stiff fine for 
publishing a magazine which, under the Frist Amendment, should 
be perfectly legitimate. 
Critics of his magazine claim Flynt was corrupting America with 
his version of pornography. Yet more than three million people buy 
Hustler every month. Without those subscribers Hustler couldn't 
survive. So what Is Flynt doing? Just filling an obvious void in the 
magazine market. 
Also, if the courts say Hustler is pornographic and panders ob- 
scenity, what of the hundreds of other porn magazines which do 
more to violate existing moral standards than does Hustler and 
remain unscathed? 
Even Flynt and other publishers of these types of magazines are 
entitled to privileges under the constitution. 
By taking steps like these now, the courts may soon start 
violating the legitimacy of newspapers, magazines or television on 
the basis that they are encouraging crime and violence. 
The conviction of Larry Flynt may be the first In a series of steps 
which can severely endanger freedom of the press. The decision 
should be overturned. 
gas dilemma 
The current natural gas shortage has once again proved that 
large gas conglomerates care little about the average customer. 
While some residential customers were threatened with discon- 
tinuation of service In the last several weeks and many businesses 
and schools were closed, It was revealed that there is enough gas 
sitting in Texas to heat the whole country for years. One producer 
alone has enough to keep America's heaters going for six months. 
Yet these companies are sitting on the valuable resource waiting 
for the Congress to panic and lift price controls, meaning more 
profit to the companies. 
The profit motive, in fact, might Just be the whole story behind 
the mysterious shortage. Notice that petroleum supposedly was In 
tii)ht supply until prices skyrocketed.   Now there is plenty. 
It is the profit motive which is becoming Increasingly effective In 
screwing the public. 
Many lives were lost during the last two weeks because the gas 
companies were holding out for more money. 
The ploys used by the gas companies also led to a loss of 
education when schools closed for weeks at a time. Much of the 
lost time will never be made up. 
These companies should stop playing around. 
Letters    
By Jan Goodman 
750 S. College 
Guest Columnist 
From the parking lot on the far 
northwest end of campus to the 
Education Buildlng-that's one 
strange trek over the frozen 
wastelands (In the summer all you'd 
have to do Is omit the "frozen"). 
First you make sure all zippers are 
zipped, and your scarf is over your 
face allowing for limited vision and 
breathing holes. Then you push the 
door of your car open with your 
shoulder, as it squeaks and cracks on 
its frozen,  rusted hinges  ;the door, 
not your shoulder). 
You then proceed in other's foot- 
steps (you gotta look down, or risk 
getting your eyeballs frozen open) 
towards the campus, with the brisk 
southerly blizzard breezes zinging 
what's exposed of your face. You 
gotta keep your fingers wiggling, so 
you'll be able to use them when you 
get Inside to flip the bird at the heat 
vents which seem to blow only cold 
air. (Of course, in the summer they 
only emit hot air-not unlike some 
professors I know.) 
AHA!      THE      LIFE-SCIENCE 
building is now in view. Watch out! 
The snow plow is right behind you- 
quick. Jump Into the nearest snow 
drift to avoid getting a face full of 
cement and a butt full of snow). 
Pray that your arm still moves 
enough to open the door--there! 
You're inside. Whoops! Ugh, those 
beautiful shiny floors sure are 
slippery from those snow droppings. 
Breathe the nice lukewarm air of the 
building. 
One inhale and it's outside again- 
to Overman Hall. But you can't 
breath in there at all for fear of 
getting    sulphurized    lungs.    It's 
»*» yw 
through the maze of bright brown- 
tiled walls to the outside again, and 
Ridge Street, with its bright brown 
snow-lined curbs. This is now the 
hardest part of the Journey-to cross 
Ridge Street (slush, slush, slush) and 
then the parking lot (glush, glush, 
glush) without being mistaken for 
asphalt and getting run over. 
Now, you've made it to the Men's 
Gym. In the door and up the wet, 
slimey stairs to the main floor with 
the wet, slimey gym on your left 
(dribble, dribble, dribble) to the 
down stairs and out again into B.G.'s 
answer to Hell frozen over. 
IT'S JUST a short shimmy to the 
Education building-bump! Oh, you 
wish they taught a course in putting 
on ski masks right-that guy without 
a face Just bumped into you, and 
what's worse he didn't even realize 
it! (He must have a bit too much 
anti-freeze in him). 
Now, you must lift those frozen 
eyelashes and find the side entrance 
to the stairwell-figures, it's locked 
again. Finally! A door that's open. 
Now a quick (oh, it's hard to move 
when your body's turned into a giant 
cherry Kool-pop) turn to the right, 
and it's the stairs to the second floor. 
No! Don't walk up the right side of 
the stairs-it's got the biggest pud- 
dles. No! Don't walk up the left slde- 
-it's got people coming down it. The 
only safe way to 201 is to slide up 
the bannister. Finally, you've made 
it! 
PRY OFF THE gloves, ungag 
yourself from your scarf-but, ho! 
What's that written on the board? 
"Instructor is ill, class cancelled". 
(And that was your only class of 
the day.) 
praise 
We would like to publicly commend 
and congratulate Mario Sansotta, of 
Cultural Boost, on the tremendous 
success of the Tom Chapin concert 
(Jan. 21), and the Golden Gloves 
Boxing (Jan. 22). A fine Job was 
done on both, and we wish to thank 
Cultural Boost and Student Activities 
for a weekend of great en- 
tertainment. 
Cheryl Gospodarek 
201 Harmon 
Donna Turton 
203 Harmon 
r.p. 
After spending three years on this 
campus, and being force-fed all types 
of facts and figures, I have finally 
accomplished one of my ultimate 
goals. 1 have developed my own 
personal theory. (It seems to be the 
scholarly thing these days.) 
This well thought-out hypothesis 
has to do with an issue that has 
annoyed me since day one on this 
campus, th- iroblem of student in- 
compatibility. The focal point of my 
theory lies along the lines of conflict 
drawn between the three major 
segments of the student community, 
the greeks and athletes, and the 
plain old student. 
Amazingly enough, through em- 
pirical research, I have discovered 
the cause of the differences between 
these three groups. It lies in one of 
the basic commodities used by most 
humans-toilet paper. One might ask 
what T.P. has to do with student 
relations on campus, so please allow 
me to explain. 
As all veterans of dormitory life 
know, the toilet paper supplied by 
the University is not of the highest 
quality. In fact, it could be likened 
more to course sandpaper. Thus the 
differences arise between Greeks and 
athletes, and the average students. 
As almost any greek will tell you, 
one of the first requirements of being 
in a frat or a sorority is to always 
give the appearance of being 
somewhat wealthy. Therefore, since 
greeks are financially better off than 
the rest of us, they need not use 
rough toilet paper for something 
dorm students must, blowing their 
noses. They can afford to buy Posh 
Puffs. It follows then that they are 
extremely proud of their scar-free 
noses, and naturally walk around 
with them high in the air for those of 
us less fortunate to see. 
The difference between varsity 
athletes and the average student is 
basically the same, except that It has 
to do with another part of the human 
anatomy. The thought of using the 
University toilet paper for its In- 
tended purpose can be a terribly 
painful experience, even for a rugged 
athlete. While most students live in 
fear of the next time nature calls, 
the varsity athlete must not allow 
this to bother him (or her). Athletes 
therefore have a form of mental and 
physical toughness which sets them 
apart from others. 
Of course, differences between 
greeks and athletes, and the rest of 
the student body could be solved in 
other ways, such as acceptance of 
each other as humans, but it would 
be so much easier to simply replace 
the type of toilet paper in the dorms 
with a brand less pain inflicting. 
Should the University accept this 
theory, and impliment a plan to 
rectify the situation, I feel student 
relationships on this campus will 
become as they should, respectful 
and enjoyable. 
Joe Comely 
70 Rodgers 
greeks 
Every sorority and fraternity, 
including Panhellenic and Inter- 
fraternity Councils, sponsors an 
altruistic activity on an Individual 
basis. However, there was an ex- 
pressed desire, by some of the 
Greeks on campus, to combine their 
constructive energies by having a 
Greek Service Week. 
This week is the materialized ef- 
forts of the entire greek system, for 
the first time, uniting together to 
plan an agenda of philanthropy 
project*. A successful service week 
can only materialize through the 
participation and cooperation of not 
only the greeks but the campus 
community as a whole. For projects 
of this scope to be repeated ln the 
future, rests upon what is ac- 
complished during the upcoming 
week. So let's all get together and 
enjoy making it work! 
Mary Kay Ganobcik 
139 Chapman 
Vicky Lavdas 
203 Alpha Chi Omega 
energy 
I am the owner and operator of 
Falcon Pizza on East Wooster Street 
Is is Impossible for me to believe 
the Ignorance of some of the people 
I've come In contact with in regards 
to the energy crisis. 
I am very concerned about the 
outcome of the crisis. I am very 
concerned about the newborn babies 
trying to keep warm and the elderly 
citizens on fixed incomes who cannot 
afford to stay warm. 
As a businessman in the com- 
munity, I have decreased my gas 
consumption by 41 per cent. In 
order to do this, I have had to 
decrease my open hours from 90 
hours a week to 53 hours a week. 
It is very difficult to do this and 
remain competitive, however, I feel 
conserving is more important. I 
have not used the energy crisis 
coupled with conservation to build 
good will with the public. I have 
done it because I care. But the time 
has come to speak out. 
One of my competitors nearby, in 
the middle of the crisis, has in- 
creased his hours by 20 per cent 
starting Monday, Jan 31. His reason 
is that he is using propane gas. But 
in the same week, Columbia Gas Co. 
and the President of the U.S. asked 
all users of any erergy source to 
comply. 
I would like to point out that I am 
not using this letter to build my 
business my because, as of April, I 
will no longer own the Falcon. I am 
writing this because I care and I feel 
you have a right to know who doesn't 
care. 
I'm calling on all citizens and 
students of Bowling Green to boycott, 
complain and write letters to put a 
stop to this uncaring waste of 
energy. Whether or not you believe 
we actually have a shortage is not 
important because we have been told 
by several officials that if we do not 
conserve, we will run out of energy. 
Not complying is one thing, but 
increasing hours during this type of a 
crisis is beyond my comprehension. 
Order your pizzas from someone else 
and it doesn't have to be me. 
Boycott anyone who does not comply. 
Hit them in the pocketbooks and it 
will force them to comply. 
As President Carter said, "We 
must work together," and for those 
who are uncooperative, they must be 
forced. 
David I.. Holley 
Falcon Pizza 
water 
Four of our dear friends died 
today, end one is gasping for the 
breath of life. We tried boiling our 
water, melting snow, and even 
buying distilled water to save our 
fish friends. And who Is responsible 
for this? The same people who are 
responsible for our Cremora curdling 
in our coffee. The same people who 
are responsible for having strange 
green things spurt out of Chapman's 
third floor drinking fountain. We 
realise the problems of the energy 
crises, but does this have to pose 
health hazards to us and our friends? 
To Zac, Eddie. C, and BJ, we say 
good-bye. 
If fish are dying in this water, then 
what effect does the water have on 
us? 
Janice Kluding 
Cindy Kowaleski 
Mary Kay Wiedemann 
Haven House No. 6 
Sharon Greiner 
147 Chapman 
life 
I greatly appreciated Steve Wad- 
dell's letter of February 2. I too have 
sat in awe as I have considered and 
watched God at work. 
A few years ago I remember 
thinking and searching about the 
mysteries of life. Something inside 
me was looking for the absolute 
answer. The Bible says it perfectly in 
Romans 1:19, "because that which is 
known about God is evident within 
them; for God made it evident to 
them." As I studied and thought, I 
found many philosophies and 
religions. But I also found something 
that was not a religion, but an op- 
portunity to development a 
relationship with the God I knew was 
there. I found this through our Lord 
Jesu Christ. No other time in 
history did God reach down to us and 
give himself in order that we might 
know Him and have everlasting life. 
The love of God overwhelmed me 
and I gave Christ my life. But I have 
not stopped searching because I find 
it a Joyous challenge to seek Jesus 
daily, as I get to know Him. 
I write this because I have found a 
wonderful life through believing and 
receiving Christ into my life. "And 
this is eternal life, that they know 
Thee, the only true God, and Jesus 
Christ, Whom Thou hast sent" (John 
17:3) I pray that all will know the 
love of God through Jesus Christ. I 
thank God for the privilege of letting 
people hear, and know the free gift 
available to them. 
Lisa Licata 
308 McDonald North 
athletics 
There comes a time ln life when a 
person must stand up and defend 
himself for what he believes In, so 
this is why I am responding to R.J. 
Roths article ln last week's News. If 
my memory serves me correctly 
your the same R.J. Roth that tried to 
stir up trouble a few years ago until 
that was put to a stop. Looks as if 
some people never learn a lesson. 
You stated ln your letter It's not 
because your Jealous or that your not 
good   enough   to  compete   ln  In- 
tercollegiate athletics. Then what the 
hell is your reason? If you can't even 
defend your point of view with a 
simple answer, then its imperative 
that you stop wasting The BG News 
time, money and space with all your 
non-sense. Nobody wants to read 
what you have to say anyway 
because you don't have facts to back 
yourself up, especially when your 
dealing with a topic of this nature. 
So you can make George Plimpton 
cry by all the activities you've 
competed in. Why kj it that its a 
waste of time and money to playing 
games in college, but it isn't in high 
school where you were the "Johnny 
Jock" of the school. Is it because you 
were the star back then and now 
your "Mr. Nobody?" Ask anyone 
connected with the program and they 
will tell you it developes both mind 
and body together. It stresses on the 
development of the physical, social, 
and mental well-being in every in- 
dividual. Sports or games are a way 
of life in our society Just like par- 
tying and sex is; everyone Has the 
choice of either participating or Just 
being a fan! 
So you think I've acquired 
masochistic tendencies. Well your 
right! I love to run into, and over 
my opponents and knocking them 
silly, it gives me a feeling of power 
that makes me want to be the best I 
have a cliche that goes like this "I'm 
going to knock your head off before 
you get a chance to knock mine off." 
While I'm on the gridiron it usually 
pays off. This way when your In the 
end zone the defense doesn't have to 
look twice to see who It was that 
scored. They'll know! 
I came to college to get a degree 
In education plus secondly to com- 
pete in intercollegiate athletics. 
There are many athletes who's 
lifetime dream s to play 
professionally and the only way to 
get in the pro's in most cases is 
through college. What is your 
lifetime dream R.J. Roth? Sitting in 
your bedroom and getting the thrill 
of victory through this months issue 
of Playboy magazine? 
We have a sense of pride on our 
team that really makes us a close 
knit family. Then we have certain 
students who get a sense of pride by 
tearing diwn other students who are 
trying to accomplish something in 
life. You are that type of person and 
I'm sorry to see you have nothing 
better to do to satisfy yourself. 
You are welcome to fly along on 
the trip to Hawaii next November, 
(its open to all.) If for some reason 
you cannot make it, turn on your 
T.V. set and all my teammates will 
wave to you from the Don Ho show. 
Gary Wroblewski 
721 High St. 
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Day in Review 
 From Associated Press Reports  
Gunman relaxed 
A gunman holding a mortgage 
company executive hostage in an ex- 
plosive-rigged apartment appeared to 
calm down yesterday as authorities 
considered granting him immunity from 
prosection to break the two-day stan- 
doff, police said. 
Shortly before noon, the gunman, 
Anthony G. "Tony" Kiritsis, 44, warned 
police to get out of the building because 
he was afraid an electrical short might 
set off 100 pounds of dynamite he is 
believed to have wired to the apart- 
ment. 
The problem was condensation for- 
ming on the inside of two sliding glass 
doors. Kiritsis said the wiring linked to 
the dynamite was attached to the 
windows. 
Prosecutors said they were drafting 
papers that would guarantee Kiritsis 
immunity. 
"Of course, if it is necessary to save 
a life and prevent anyone from being 
injured, we will do it," said Prosecutor 
James A. Kelley, who would have to 
make the final decision on granting 
immunity. 
Richard O. Hall was abducted from 
his downtown office Tuesday morning 
and, with the muzzle of a sawed-off 
shotgun tied to the back of his neck, 
was marched more than four blocks. 
Kiritsis then forced Hall to drive a 
commandeered police car seven miles 
to the apartment, where police and 
newsmen maintained a vigil through the 
night. 
Warnke blocked? 
Opponents of Paul C. Warnke urged 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
yesterday to block his appointment as 
America's chief arms control negotiator 
with the Soviet Union. 
Warnke is expected to be approved 
overwhelmingly by the Senate com- 
mittee, but Senate Republican Whip Ted 
Stevens of Alaska predicted that "he's 
going to come close to not being con- 
firmed" by the Senate. 
Stevens said the problem is whether 
Warnke, after negotiating a new arms 
agreement with the Soviet Union, would 
be able to sell it to the Senate. 
Mark Lockman, spokesman for the 
conservative Liberty Lobby, said con- 
firmation of the 57-year-old Warnke, a 
Washington lawyer and former Johnson 
administration Defense Department 
official, "will seriously undermine the 
military strength and defense structure 
of our nation." 
President Carter nominated Warnke to 
be director of the U.S. Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency and to serve 
as chairman of the U.S. delegation to 
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) 
with the Soviet Union. 
Spanish relations 
Spain re-established diplomatic 
relations with the Soviet Union 
yesterday, ending a nearly 40-year rift 
that began when Francisco Franco's 
rightists won the Spanish civil war. 
A few hours after the announcements 
in Madrid and Moscow, King Juan 
Carlos began a mission to heal another 
rift of the Franco years by flying to 
Rome for a meeting with Pope Paul VI- 
-the first visit by a Spanish ruler to a 
Roman Catholic pontiff since 1923. 
Re-establishment    of    the    Soviet 
diplomatic tie came just a day after the 
Spanish government decreed a law that 
could result in legalization of the 
Communist party. It allows the 
supreme court to decide the legal status 
of political parties instead of the 
cabinet. 
Spain also renewed relations 
yesterday with Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary, the last two countries in the 
Soviet Bloc without diplomatic ties to 
Spain. 
Job process to be changed 
The entire process of filling federal 
regulatory jobs should be overhauled 
because the current system has 
produced unremarkable and sometimes 
biased regulators, new Senate studies 
conclude. 
In calling for strict new conflict-of- 
interest rules and for a review of all 
agencies by the Carter administration, 
the two reports by the Senate Gover- 
nment Operations Committee give 
congessional support to President 
Carter's announced intentions to reform 
the federal regulators. 
The reports, endorsed by the com- 
mittee, were released yesterday. Carter 
has not nominated anyone to the 11 
openings on regulatory agencies. 
"Too often regulatory appointments 
are not the best suited individuals. Too 
often the over-all composition of the 
commissions have been heavily 
weighted in the direction of a single 
approach or a point of view," said the 
first report, which deals with regulatory 
appointments. 
McBride leads steelers 
Lloyd McBride held the lead 
yesterday in the United Steelworkers 
election, but the outcome hinged on 
results from large locals where in- 
surgent Edward Sadlowski expects to do 
weU. 
An unofficial survey by The 
Associated Press gave McBride 215,868 
to Sadlowski's 135,579. with 3,103 of the 
union's 5,000 locals reporting. 
MeBride's staff claimed their can- 
didate was ahead by 240,967 to 160,226 at 
3,974 locals. 
However, Sadlowski's supporters said 
their man was winning by 112,000 to 
108,000 with 1,600 locals counted. 
Official totals may not be available 
from the union for several weeks. 
House reforms program 
The State House approved 94-0 
yesterday a $1.7 million supplemental 
appropriations bill to carry out reforms 
in Ohio's fraud-ridden workmen's 
compensation program. 
The measure, which now goes to the 
Senate, provides slightly more than $1 
million for operating expenses of the 
Bureau of Workmen's Compensation and 
$634,646 for the Industrial Commission, 
which has a dual role with the bureau 
in the handling of injured workers' 
claims. 
Rep. J. Leonard Camera (D-Lorain) 
the bill's chief sponsor, said that while 
the supplemental appropriation will 
come from the state's general revenue 
fund, it represents an advance and will 
be repaid from premiums collected 
from Ohio's employers who underwrite 
the state program. 
Arresfs follow Ethiopian power struggle 
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia 
(AP)-A wave of arrests by 
Ethiopia's leftist military 
government has followed 
last week's violent power 
struggle in which the chief 
of state and 10 others died, 
diplomats in the Ethiopian 
capital report. 
Bolstered by well- 
organized rallies of tens of 
thousands of Ethiopians 
throughout the nation, the 
government has also 
started arming members of 
Urban Dwellers 
Associations, which handle 
local community affairs. 
These steps follow a 
government vow to crush a 
militant underground op- 
position party after seven 
senior members of the 
ruling military council, 
Including the chairman, 
Brig. Gen. Teferi Bante, 
were shot and killed last 
Thursday. The government 
said they were part of 
"rightist" attempts to 
eliminate "progressives" 
within the council. 
THE DEATHS con- 
solidated the position of IX. 
Col. Mengistu Haile 
Mariam as strong man of 
Ethiopia's revolution The 
struggle also took the lives 
of four Mengistu sup- 
porters. 
Major targets for the 
government attack are the 
Ethiopian Peoples 
Revolutionary party 
(EPRP), a leftist political 
organization opposed to the 
government, and the right- 
wing opposition movement, 
the Ethiopian Democratic 
Union. 
Since last Thursday's 
killings, Western diplomats 
in the Ethiopian capital 
have reported a number of 
street assassinations In 
which EPRP supporters, 
some of them students, 
have died. No accurate 
number of deaths is 
available but diplomats 
believe around 20 persons 
may have been killed. 
AMONG THOSE reported 
held in the wave of arrests 
ordered by the government 
is Tesfaye Tadesse, per- 
manent secretary of the 
Ministry of Information. 
Authorities report 
messages of support 
congratulating the council, 
known as Dorgue, on its 
success in putting down the 
"counterrevolutionary plot" 
have come in from 
military units and civilians 
throughout the country. 
Weekly seminar offers job hunting tips 
By Kathy Beckman 
AsaL Copy Editor 
One of the most im- 
portant jobs awaiting the 
graduate is the task of 
finding a Job. The Career 
Planning and Placement 
Service is trying to make 
this task easier. 
"Job Search 77," a non- 
credit seminar, offers Job 
resources to the senior or 
graduate student. 
Jerry L. Richardson, 
assistant director of 
Career Planning and 
Placement Service, said 
establishing a credential 
file with data sheets, 
evaluations and a resume 
may be a good place to 
begin before looking for a 
job. 
THE RESUME CAN sell 
the applicant to the em- 
ployer, he said. Resumes 
printed on colored paper or 
with pictures may stand 
out, leaving an impression 
IDGBeBBBHI 
with   the   employer,   he 
explained. 
"Be different if you 
want, but don't go over- 
board," he said. Richar- 
dson recalled one student 
who designed a resume 
and included a picture of 
himself on a motorcycle. 
He added that although 
pictures may be helpful at 
times, they may also be 
discriminatory. 
"People still have 
stereotypes and they're 
hard to break." 
Richardson stressed 
accuracy on the resume. 
"Make sure your spelling 
is good," he said. "I've 
seen some people misspell 
their majors." 
An autobiographical 
sketch also may be in- 
cluded in the credential 
file, he said. 
"THE SKETCH gets Into 
more detail. On a sketch 
you might get into more 
information on how that 
background may be im- 
portant to an employer." 
The sketch should be 
about two to three pages in 
length and a little more 
philosophical than the 
resume, he said. 
Letters of introduction 
and inquiry also are im- 
portant to the employer 
who has not received the 
credential file, Richardson 
said. 
"Job Search '77" meets 
at 7 p.m. every Tuesday 
through March 1 in 360 
Student Services Bldg. 
Topics to be discussed 
include Job resources, 
Interviewing and other Job 
hunting techniques. 
SIGMA CHI FORMAL 
PONTIAC, DINNER, DANCING, DRINKING, SKIING, 
SWEETHEART, PINE KNOB, THE WHITE ROSE FORMAL, 
IS ALL SET.  SEE YOU THERE: 
PAM & MAUGS 
SUE & HONDO 
TRISH & SHEP 
PAM It HANK 
JENNI & DAVE 
GAIL & FRANK 
JACKIE & CHUCK 
ANN & MEL 
KEATS & FARMER 
CINDY & WORM 
MKKI & OZONE 
LAURA & DOUG 
GWEN & LOWLAND 
KIM & LOU 
PAT & MITCH 
SANDI & SHORTY 
KIM & ROD 
PAM & I.AMONT 
CHRIS & G-MAN 
LYNN & JOEY 
LINDA & JOHN 
JULIE & JIM 
DENISE & JEFF 
DEBBIE & BETTY 
NANCY & WINNS 
PAT & KEN 
PAM & FREDDY 
MARY & BEN 
JILL & OPIE 
TESS & DAVE 
GRACE & DEAN 
CAROL & STEVE 
KRIS & ZIGGY 
PHANTOM    & 
MONSTER 
SHAWN & GREG 
JANE & JOHN 
i»MM*W»»^****»*>**»^»W*WMMWWWM^M«^*A***»*ri»>»*******»<»**<WM<»%»»»*'MMW»» 
YOU COULD BE 
Miss B.G.S.U. 
Talent, Intelligence, Poise, High Ideals, and a Knack for Public Relation? 
These and many more qualities among young women of today can be expressed as well 
as given recognition for in scholarships through participation in the Miss America 
Scholarship preliminaries. 
The Miss Bowling Green State University Pageant is a registered local franchise making 
these opportunities available to any interested women attending the University. 
For further exciting information contact:     »*nPL  rtn   ■ 
Pageant  Director 
352-1911 
If no answer, call: Chris Collier 
Pageant  Producer 
372-5684 
ENTRIES   DUE  FEBRUARY   15,    ,977 
SPONSORED BY PHI KAPPA PSI FRATERNITY 
ACT NOW I! 
SIGN UP FOR FALL BEFORE PRICES INCREASE 
RIDGE MANOR APTS. - 519 Ridge St. 
3-MAN 270.00    9 mos. 
250.00    12 mos. 
4-MAN 300.00   9 mos. 
280.00   12 mos. 
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
ALL FURNISHED, ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED 
GREEMBUR NORTH - 215 E. Poe Rd. 
1 BEDROOM, FURNISHED   175.-180.00 
1 BEDROOM, UNFURNISHED   170.00 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCIES   100.-105.00 
UNFURNISHED EFFICIENCIES  90.-95.00 
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED 
FRAZEE AVENUE APTS. 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED, 2 FULL BATHS 
250.00 plus electric 
1/2 BLOCK FROM "TOWERS" 
nth ST. APTS.  803 - 815 8th St. 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED  220.00 plus electric 
2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED  200.00 plus electric 
CALL 352-0717 
OR STOP AT 224 E. WOOSTER ST. 
FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS 
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Around the University 
Heaters may warm things up 
Editor'! aote:   Thli Is the first edition ol ■ column 
which will ran occailonally with newi Irom behind-Uie- 
i at the University. 
In an effort to combat cold offices and frigid 
classrooms, the University has purchased electric space 
heaters and oil-fire heaters and placed them in several 
buildings. 
A total of $13,213 was spent on 89 space heaters, six 
350,000 BTU oil-fire heaters and one oil conversion unit, 
according to Robert J. McGeein, director of facilities and 
energy planning. 
"They had to be purchased," McGeein said. "We've 
tried to place heat where It's needed most." 
THE 8PACE HEATERS were purchased last week and 
delivered to offices in the stadium Friday, he said. 
The oil heaters were placed in the warehouse on Park 
Avenue and In labs in the Art Annex and Industrial Arts 
Building adjacent to the airport, he added. 
However, some problems are arising. Circuit breakers 
are shutting off electricity to areas where heaters are 
overtaxing electrical systems, be said. He added that 
employes at the stadium have to be careful of which 
outlets they plug the heaters Into. 
"We've been asked by Columbia Gas to provide 
maintenance level heat only.  We're doing that. 
"But when you provide maintenance level heat It's not 
enough. So we're supplementing gas heat with alternate 
sources to provide a decent work environment." 
McGeein expressed concern about publicizing the space 
heaters because they may be stolen. 
- FEATURING - 
Char  trolled  Steaks  and  Chopt 
Full   Courie  Fomlly  Dinner 
12  VARIETIES  PANCAKES 
(  WAFFLES 
Open  Toes,   thru  Sal.  7:30-8:00 
Sunday.   7 30-7:00 
412  EAST  WOOSTE* 
BANQUET   ROOM 
NOON   SPECIALS   DAILY 
Closed Monday 
412 East Woost.r 
VALENTINE 
SALE 
Beat the Gas Shortage and 
Knit or Crochet an Afghan 
7^e 'pxeMck 'Kt&t 
Softee Yarn 
(4 oz. -  4 ply Knitted Worsted) 
Reg. 1.29 Sal* .79 
La Fleur 
Reg. 1.49 Sal* .69 
Mohair 
Reg. 1.59 Sal* .79 
Fisherman Afghan Kits 
Reg. 13.95 Sale 9.95 
Miscellaneous Needlework 
40%-50% off 
Sale starts Feb. 11th 
thru Feb. 21st 
lW?%tHctX«*t 
"**mm»rtm&t*t»M 
mmmnmSmr 
iMtMM      382-3148    SSmSSSm 
TWO SPACE HEATERS already have been reported 
missing from restrooms in the stadium, according to Ann 
A. Baer, secretary in the athletic department. She said 
one heater was missing Monday morning and the other 
was discovered missing Tuesday morning. 
NEWS NOTE8...Members of the Advisory Committee 
on General Fee Allocations (ACGFA) may have a free 
lunch compliments of the University once the hearings 
begin. 
"I suspect the University budget allocated to the 
committee can manage that," Dr. Richard R. Eakin, 
chairman of ACGFA told committee members at a 
meeting last Friday. 
Later, Eakin explained that the lunch would be a 
"working lunch" where committee members would 
discuss business at the noon hour. 
No   formal budget exists for ACGFA, Eakin explained. 
However, he said. Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, vice president 
of resource planning told Eakin his office would be 
reimbursed for any costs incurred by the committee. 
STILL NO OFFICIAL word on who, If anyone, set the 
fire last fall in the offices of the ethnic studies program. 
City Fire Division Arson Investigator Elmer W. Gonyer 
says State Fire Marshall Robert G. Cryer is too busy 
working on other investigations. It may be some time 
before Cryer r^^rns to Bowling Green, Gonyer said. 
UNIVERSITY PROVOST Kenneth W. Rothe and 
Sheldon Halpern, vice provost for faculty affairs, say 
they don't know how much good home economics con- 
sultant. Dr. Beverly Fowler of Indiana State University, 
did for the reorganization of the home economica 
department. 
They said she kept stressing the need for a unified 
home ec department without giving any specific reasons 
why. She appeared to oppose the proposal to separate 
the department into two divisions, Rothe added. 
AT LAST WEEK'S University Police-Community 
Advisory Committee meeting, Student Govenment 
Association representative Michael A. Crabtreesaid he 
thought there should be at least as many students as 
faculty-staff members on the committee. 
However, Stefania E. Gross, assistant professor of 
romance languages, said not to worry about that. 
"We are all in this together against the police," she 
said. 
Count your blessings 
and let's be thankful for 
today's and yesterday's 
comparatively "balmy" 
weather. It may be a 
little sloppy around 
campus BOW, bat at 
least weather conditions 
are better than when 
this photo was taken a 
few weeks ago In what 
appears to be mid- 
western Siberia. 
AP Wir«f>hoto 
Sex discrimination discussed by Toledo lawyer 
By Chris Blelskl 
Equal credit and equal 
employment for women 
were discussed at a 
meeting on women's legal 
rights sponsored by Women 
In   Communication,   Inc. 
Tuesday night. 
Nancy Lawson, an at- 
torney with Advocates for 
Basic Legal Equality 
(ABLE) in Toledo said the 
new state and federal laws 
BOOK FAIR SALE 
OVER 1500 TITLES 
25% OFF 
ONE MY ONLY 
Friday, Feb. 11* 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
concerning women and 
credit are still very broad 
but consumer credit len- 
ders can no longer 
discriminate on the basis 
of sex. 
She said if a woman is 
refused credit but a man 
has been given credit in 
the same situation, the 
women can file an ad- 
ministrative complaint with 
the    Ohio    Civil    Rights 
Commission in Columbus, 
or with the Federal Trade 
Commission in Washington, 
D.C. 
SHE SAID IP the woman 
thinks that she had been 
discriminated against 
solely because of her sex, 
she may consult an at- 
torney and bring suit 
against the party that 
denied her credit. 
"Most of the time, if you 
FACULTY BOOK FAIR 
Thursday, Feb. 10* 
Over 35 Publisher* Represented 
All Teaching Staff Invited 
10:00 a.m.   -   6:00 p.m. 
Forum - Student Services Bldg. 
go and demand your rights 
to a creditor, they will give 
in," Lawson said. 
She said the federal law 
concerning women's credit 
rights passed in 1975 allows 
a woman to have all credit 
under her own name. This 
includes credit cards, loans 
and mortgages. 
The law also provides 
that credit agencies may 
keep separate accounts for 
a married couple if the 
woman has credit in her 
own name. 
She said the federal law 
also states that a creditor 
cannot ask a woman's 
maritial status when she is 
applying for credit. 
"A  CREDITOR  IS not 
allowed to ask a woman's 
maritial status, ideas on 
family planning or birth 
control," Lawson said. 
She said the main 
problem is that women are 
not aware that they have 
the same credit rights as 
men. 
She said although an 
employer cannot 
discriminate on the basis 
of sex, he is allowed to ask 
questions pertaining to 
maritial status to deter- 
mine an applicant's in- 
terests and personality. 
She said that today 
women have a legal right 
to any job, but the subtle 
prejudices against women 
may never be resolved. 
rr 'SISS^   ThlsValentines Day-sayjtwjthfK    « 
Special Valentine Crystal Heart Shaped Bud Vase with cut flowers - roses A carnations while they last 
$6.00 {Mx included) _ ORDER AHEAD! 
order flowers for 
your hometown 
sweetheart or mom 
We are a tele flora 
Florist 
Flowers bv Wire 
CALL IN ADVANCE 
TO INSURE DELIVERY! 
&tV( Mu> tr -vw 
ROSES & 
CARNATIONS 
by the dozen 
spring floral 
arrangements 
all types of 
green plants 
FREE DELIVERY 
IN B. G. 
B»tor»   5:00  p.m. 
Sat.   and  Sun. 
Free Delivery in Bowling Green 
ti£i   t-tr- "»i 3*i. ««j> jo* 
KLOTZ FLOWER FARM Phone 36M3B1 
r^J¥+$3¥*S3¥+® 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
835  High   St.     Phone  352-9378 
APARTMENT  COMPLEXES 
HAVEN HOUSE - t,-„ no/  
151o E. Wooster w 
PIEDMONT - 835 High St       $280.0 0/m o. 
$280.00/mo. 
$280.00/mo. 
$225.00 
to S260.00/mo. 
BUCKEYE HOUSE - 
835 High St. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 
835 High St. 
SMALL BLDGS - between 
6th & 7th East of Manvllle 
FEATURES: 
2 Bedroom 
Gas Heat & Aircondltlonlng 
Laundry Area In Each Bldg. 
Residents pay only electric and cablevtalon 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Sliding Door to own Balcony or Patio 
Extra Large Closets 
Picnic tables and rec. areas 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
FOR ALL OF OUR RESIDENTS 
USE OF BG'S ONLY YEAR ROUND 
INDOOR SWIMMING POOL 
WITH LARGE GAME & PARTY ROOM 
HUGE FIREPLACE. PING PONG & POOL 
TABLES 
KITCHEN FACILITIES AND BAR AREA 
MODEL OPEN - COME AND SEE 
OTHER RENTALS: 
Houses, Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATION 
Eighth   Street 
Napoleon 
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Scuba film 
The University Fin-N-Falcon Scuba Club is spon- 
soring "Things That Go Bump In The Night," an 
underwater Sim made on the wreck of the Balboa off 
Grand Cayman Island. It will be shown at 8 p.m. 
Sunday, in 112 Life Science Bldg. It is free and open 
to all. 
After the movie, the public is invited to attend an 
underwater hockey match between the Fin-N-Falcon 
Scuba Club and Scuba Submersible* from Napoleon. 
Blood tests 
The Student Nursing Organization will be conducting 
a free blood pressure test at 9 a.m. to noon today and 
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow in the Carnation Room, 
Union. 
Business ethics 
George Howick, vice president of corporate 
development for Carborundum Co., Niagra Falls, N.Y., 
will discuss the ethics and social responsibilities of 
business in a forum at 7:30 tonight in the Alumni 
Center. 
Concert 
George Novak and David Rogers will present a 
trumpet and French horn concert at 8 tonight in the 
Recital Hall, College of Musical Arts. 
The concert, which will include solo performances 
by both musicians and selections by Saint-Saens. 
Beethoven, I.yon. Dubois and van Delden, is free and 
open to the public. 
Black Union 
There will be a general meeting of the Black 
Student Union at 8 p.m. today in the Amani Room. 
Wanted: editor 
Applications are available and now are being ac- 
cepted at 310 Student Services Bldg. for the position of 
editor of the 1977-78 yearbook, the Key. 
The deadline for application return is S p.m. Feb. 18. 
Natural gas levels will not meet 1980 demands 
COLUMBUS (API- 
Available natural gas 
supplies by 1980 will be 
sufficient only to provide 
residential heating needs at 
1972 levels, the House 
Energy and Environment 
Committee was told 
yesterday. 
Peter Susey, deputy 
director of the Ohio Energy 
Resource and Development 
Agency (ERDA), made 
that estimate during a 
briefing on the future of 
Ohio high sulfur coal use. 
Susey, an advocate of 
lifting stringent federal 
environmental regulations 
that restrict burning Ohio 
coal in many areas, told 
the lawmakers there is 
evidence that removing 
particulate matter from 
coal smoke is a sufficient 
environmental move to 
proect health. 
HE REPEATED a 
contention, frequently 
quoted by C. Luther Heck- 
man, Public Utilities 
Commission     (PUCO) 
chairman, that the 
European approach to 
cleaning coal emissions 
disregards sulfur dioxide 
levels once the particulate 
emissions are curbed. 
In making his point that 
01 io's energy future 
depends on burning locally 
mined coal, Susey told the 
legislators that this state 
depends upon coal for 41 
per cent of its energy 
needs. He said the 
national dependence on 
coal is only 17 per cent. 
Susey. citing Federal 
Energy Administration 
figures, said that only five 
per cent of all new national 
gas reserves make it into 
the interstate delivery 
system. 
COMPOUNDING Ohio's 
problem, he said, is its 
dependency on that system 
for 93 per cent of its 
natural gas supplies. 
Susey, representing 
ERDA, Joins the Ohio 
Environmental Protection 
Agency. PUCO and Gov. 
James A. Rhodes in op- 
posing the federal sulfur 
dioxide standards. 
SUSEY  even predicted 
that some Ohio industry 
will move out of the state 
closer to supplies of low 
sulfur coal now found in 
Kentucky    and    western 
states. 
Miss BGSU pagent seeks entries 
The 1977 Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant will be held 
April 9 and entries are due Feb. IS, Mark A. Davis, 
junior, the pageant director said. 
"This is not a beauty pageant," Davis said."Con- 
testants are Judged more or less on their talent" 
The winner of the Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant is 
eligible to compete in the Miss Ohio Scholarship Pageant 
which is held in Mansfield during June, Davis said. Last 
year's winner also received a $200 cash scholarship. The 
pageant is called a "scholarship" pageant, but it has 
nothing to do with grades, Davis said. 
CONTESTANTS have to be registered undergraduate 
students at BGSU," Davis.pageant director for the last 
three years said. 
The pageant is divided into three areas: talent, 
swimsuit and evening gown competition. 
The talent competition is worth 50 per cent of the total 
score, Chris L. Collier, sophomore, the pageant producer 
explained. 
The talent competition covers a variety of events, 
Collier, second runner-up in last year's pageant said. 
Contestants may sing, play the piano, twirl a baton, do a 
modern dance or perform magic tricks. Any activity 
which requires talent may be done, she said. 
The evening gown competition is worth 35 per cent of 
the score. Collier said. Contestants are Judged on their 
on-stage personality. There is also a seven-minute in- 
terview conducted during the afternoon. 
THE FINAL SECTION is the swimsuit competition, she 
said, which is worth 15 per cent of the score. 
Those interested should contact Davis at 352-1911 or 
Collier at 372-5684 by Feb. 15. Contestants wiU be con- 
tacted later and told the date of the opening meeting. 
The local pageant is sponsored by the Phi Kappa Psi 
Fraternity. 
University Police 
report complaints 
Ninety-four complaints, criminal and non-criminal, 
were reported in January, according to the University 
Police Activity Report. 
Among the 84 criminal complaints were 21 petit 
thefts and 14 burglary. Six complaints each were 
reported of tampering with a vehicle and tampering 
with coin machines. One complaint of public in- 
decency was reported. 
The non-criminal complaints consisted of fire calls, 
property damage, property loss, suspicious persons 
and animal complaints. 
Seven criminal charges were filed for disorderly 
conduct, public indencency, resisting arrest, 
trespassing and unauthorized use of property. 
Border laws differ for sportsmen 
By BUI Fink 
Outdoors Columnist 
Every year, thousands of 
Ohioans travel to Canada 
to hunt, fish and enjoy 
other outdoor recreational 
activities. Although 
crossing the Canadian 
border usually is a quick 
and simple process, 
sportsmen should know 
some rules and regulations 
enforced by the Canadian 
government concerning 
vacationers. 
Canadian customs 
regulations permit the 
entry of almost any type of 
fishing tackle. Fishing 
boats and other pleasure 
craft are allowed across 
Ihe border whether under 
their own power or pulled 
by trailer for a period of 
up to 12 months. Most 
provinces require boat 
registration be shown at 
the border. 
I RIFLES AND shotguns 
(other than those with fully 
automatic action) are 
permitted to be taken into 
Canada without a permit, 
providing that the owner 
supplies the customs agent 
with descriptions and serial 
numbers of the guns so 
they may be cleared upon 
re-entry into the U.S. 
However, revolvers, 
pistols and "any firearm 
that is less than 26 inches 
in length or that Is 
designed or adapted to be 
fired when reduced to a 
length of less than 26 in- 
ches by folding, telescoping 
or otherwise," are 
prohibited. Exceptions to 
this rule are those persons 
participating in bona fide 
revolver or pistol 
marksmenship competition. 
They may apply to the 
Collector of Customs and 
Excise at the port of entry 
for permission to tem- 
porarily import handguns 
for that purpose. Proof of 
entry in such competition 
must be shown. 
Only   persons   over   16 
may transport firearms 
across the border into 
Canada, including air 
pistols and C02 rifles. 
Hunters are permitted 
200 rounds of ammunition 
per person to be admitted 
into Canada duty-free, 
except for those non- 
resident marksmen who 
will be involved in meets 
organized by the Amateur 
Trapshooting Organization, 
the Canadian Civilian 
Association of Marksmen, 
the Dominion of Canada 
Rifle Association or the 
National Skeet Shooting 
Association. Those 
marksmen are permitted 
500 rounds. 
HUNTING AND fishing 
laws are governed by each 
province, so it is important 
to check regulations of 
specific provinces. 
Hunting dogs are per- 
mitted when owners 
provide a certificate signed 
by a veterinarian certifying 
the dog has been recently 
vaccinated against rabies. 
Travelers are required to 
show a motor vehicle 
registration and a valid 
driver's license at the 
border. Owners of cars and 
boats with Citizens Band 
(CB) radios must have the 
CBs licensed by Canadian 
authorities. 
Other border crossing 
information and specific 
provincial regulations can 
be obtained by writing the 
Canadian Government 
Travel Bureau, Ottawa, 
Canada. 
TIRED OF BEING 
RIPPED OFF 
DOWNTOWN? 
Come To The Beer 
Blast Thursday In 
■■?X The N.E. Commons 
r Jyef 
8 p.m. » ? 
Proceeds To 
Charity 
LESS Than 
Happy Hour Prices 
Sponsored By Greek Service Week 
HAVEA 
HEART! 
Send her the 
FTD 
LoveBundle 
Bouquet for 
Valentine's 
Weekend 
Reach out and 
touch her with this 
FTD LoveBundle" 
Bouquet Your 
FTD Flonst can 
send one almost 
anywhere by wire, the 
FTD way Order early (Most FTD    Usually available $■* fj| 
Flonsts accept maior credit cards ) lor less than       1^ 00 
' As an independent businessman, each 
FTD Member Flonst sets his own pnees 
Say FTD.. .and be sure. 
ABORTION 
$150.00 
lOU  fREE 9 o m   10 p.m 
1-800-438-5534 
>^*^ 
REMEMBER 
"THE ROBIN'S NEST" 
(904  E.  WOOSTER) 
FOR   VALENTINE  GIFTS 
CARDS.   HEART   JEWELRY.  AND  HEART  POTS 
and  on   Saturday  only... 
(F«b.   12) 
A   EBB  m$   WT"  EACH  PLttCHASEf 
TIRED OF WALKING IN THE SNOW? 
Call us for pick up showing of 
Forest Apt. - Stay warm! 
RES  MANAGER 352-2276 
PENDLETON REALTY 353-3641 
CULTURAL BOOST 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
<Ofr  CONCERT 
0r   with Tim McCloskey 
& Richard Velinsky 
Monday, Feb. 14th at 9:30 p.m. 
at the AMANI ROOM 
SIGMA CHI 
WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THEIR 
1977 WINTER PLEDGE CLASS: 
JOHN  OTTING 
ART  RUPPELT 
JIM  BLAKE 
JEFF  DAVIDSON 
DON  HUMMEL MARK  PIPAS 
JOE MEFFERD 
BE A WINDFALL 
VALENTINE I! 
Free Flowers 
Thurs. t Fri. 
MTAL. 68o« M "** 
*••••••••••••••••••••• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
NOW OPEN!!! 
Mr. Bojangles 
NiteClub 
893 S. Main St. 
Across from Frischs 
COCKTAIL HR WITH REDUCED PRICES 
_ From      4:30-6:30 
Completely Remodeled 
LARGE DANCE FLOOR 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* •••••••••••••••••••• 
Even Walter Cronkite 
had to start somewhere 
You, too can become a media giant. 
Apply for a position on The BG News today. 
Applications   in 106 University Hall. 
Due at 5 p.m. tomorrow. 
What have you got to lose? 
Page «, TV BG Newi, Thursday, Feb. If, lt77 
yCAl  CAT«t 
— PRESENTS — 
A 
OFF 
SALE 
WITH COUPON BELOW 
OQQ     AMO»> 
THESE LP'S AND THOUSANDS OF SELECTIONS 
TO CHOOSE FROM YOUR LIBRARY OF MUSIC. 
— WARNER/REPRISE — 
IV 
EMMYLOU HARRIS 
Luxury Liner 
IttlllKk'S  I '•!'« ll< <& I   i "tli, 
M.ikiiKj IVItrvv  WIKMI I Slop [>(MniiiKj R 
GARY WRIGHT 
The Light erf Smiles 
In. IIIJI- WJHTSJJII Tin Mriujn 
I'll. 11 ii. mUm, r   I inii M.i. IIIIU 
IEO SAYER EMMYLOU HARRIS GARY WRIGHT 
ALSO... 
ROD STEW ART/A NIGHT ON THE TOWN 
DOOBIE BROTHERS/BEST OF 
GEORGE HARRISON/THIRTY THREE & '/» 
JAMES TAYLOR/GREATEST HITS 
GEORGE BENSON/BREEZIN' 
— ELERTRA/ASYLUM — 
LINDA RONSTADT QUEEN BREAD 
ALSO... 
EAGLES/HOTEL CALIFORNIA 
JACKSON BROWNE/THE PRETENDER 
JONI MITCHELL/HEJIR A 
ANDREW GOLD/WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE? 
EAGLES/GREATEST HITS 
— ATLANTIC/ATCO — 
GENESIS 
W1ND&WUTHERING 
■ 
'. I '.   hll i  ' W..I 
DANCING QUEEN 
AVERAGE WHITE BAND GENESIS ABBA 
ALSO... 
ENGLAND DAN 8i JOHN FORD COLEY/NIGHTS ARE FOREVER 
ABBA/GREATEST HITS 
FIREFALL/FIREFALL 
SPINNERS/HAPPINESS IS BEING WITH THE SPINNERS 
HALL & OATES/ABANDONED LUNCHEONETTE 
AND THOUSANDS OF OTHER SELECTIONS 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■i 
OFF 
WITH COUPON 
COUPON GOOD THRU MONDAY FEB. 14th 
ON ANY LP OR RECORDED TAPE IN 
STOCK. COUPON GOOD FOR ONE ITEM 
ONLY. NO LIMIT ON NUMBER OF COU- 
PONS USED. 
ACROSS 
1 Award winning 
film of 19731 with 
"The") 
6 Belovsd: Fr. 
10 Suffixes in 
chemistry 
14 Proprietor 
15 Filigreed 
16 Army man: Abbr. 
17 Fell in love with: 
Phrase 
20 Part of i.e. 
21 Former defense 
alliance 
22 Rhythm 
23 One of a Kipling 
trio 
24 White poplars 
26 Selected 
28 Member of the 
wedding 
29 Ancient district 
of Asia Minor 
30 Washington 
operatives 
32 Name 
35 One of the good 
old tunes: 
Phrase 
39 Poetic contrac- 
tion 
40 End of the 
marriage service 
41 Sculled 
42 October birth- 
stones 
45 Doone and Luft 
46 Also 
48 "Oh,, give me 
50  Delgada 
51 Goddess of 
flowers 
52  Mason  
55 Catalan, for 
instance 
58 And else where 
Lat. abbr. 
59 Love, in Toledo 
60 Pixies 
61 Certain words: 
Abbr. 
62 Challenge 
63 Town: Gar. 
DOWN 
1 One and only 
2 " company 
3 Short time: 
Abbr. 
4 Trawl 
5 Finchlike bird 
6 Perform a house- 
hold chore 
7 "Marry in ...' 
6 Resound 
9 Grain 
10 Atone 
11 Relax 
12  nous 
13 Shrubs bearing 
blackish fruit 
18 Kind of gas 
19 Both: Prefix 
23 China and 
Japan 
24 River into the 
Ligurian Sea 
25 Ancient Greek 
reliquary 
26 Arizona Indian 
27 Be (cut 
the apron 
strings): Phrase 
28 Existed 
30 Certain turkeys 
31 Mrs. in Mar- 
seilles 
33 Part of the eye 
34 Garden plots 
36 High 
37 French cheeses 
38 Traditional 
knowledge 
43 Features of 
orange blossoms 
44 Sherwood Forest 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
minstrel 
45 Unlucky in love 
46 midi 
47 Covered with 
coal dust 
48  a sudden 
49 Grayish 
51 Wife, in law 
52 Coffee: Colloq 
53 Ancient 
54 Musical sign 
56 One who kisses 
and tells 
57 In the last 
month: Abbr. 
ANSWER TO mgm nmt 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
MR HARRIS.       HEY, DOC I 
I'D UKB TO      KNOW I'VE BEEN 
TALKTDWU     MISSINGWUK 
ABOUT Aune  LECTURES, AND 
CLASSESWVE   IM JUST SICK 
BEEN..  \(—s/ABOUTIT.' 
BUTiOUDOtfT KN0UUHSIIT'S 
UKEOUTHERE, POC! THE SNOW IS 
UHHIEHTHG! N00NE CAN6CT IN 
OR OUT.' THEXtSNOtfATI W 
euamawFiiozEN PIPES ' POC. 
Ue*E FI6HTIN6 
FOROURLIVES! 
> I 
see 
OH, DOC,DOC. 
WU HAVE ft) IDEA 
H0W6OCVITISTO 
HEAR )VLK VOICE- 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Thursday, February 10, 1977 
Special  Ed.   Protect  Merge  Registration  meeting,  room  406 
Education Bldg. at 4 p.m. 
LOST 8. FOUND 
LOST: Pr. ot Oscar 
Delarente prescription 
glasses II round call 352 1653 
or 352 6420.  REWARD. 
RIDES 
Ride avail, to Fremont, 
Sandusky. Huron, Loraln 
daily Depart 3:00 p.m 353 
0465 
SERVICES OFFERED 
ART STUDENTS, Pottery 
students, craftsmen! I Need a 
small business space to sell 
your art work? HERE IS 
YOUR CHANCE I A recently 
acquired house between 
campus and the downtown 
area will be remodeled tor 
this purpose. To reserve your 
space, act now. Call 352 7400 
THE WOOSTER BAZAAR. 
HELP WANTED 
Place to live spr. sum qtrs. 
Call 352 5446 or 352 9206 
Mike R. 
F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr. June 
rent paid, will pay 1 mo. 
rent. Chris 352 0547. 
I or 2 M or F rmmts needed 
spr. qtr. A frames on 8th St 
Call 352 3730. 
1 M rmmt. spr. qtr $50 mo., 
indoor pool 3529104. 
1 F. rmmt. needed for spr. 
qtr. Please call 352 3267. 
name. It will go down in our 
hall o* fame! 
COWLSIE, Bob, Murr. and 
Gary, get ready to party this 
Saturday at the ALPHA PHI 
formal!! Love, Sandy. 
Joanie. Nancy. Sally 
ATTENTION GREEKS To 
end our week of Greek 
Services a tea will be held at 
NE Commons. Feb. 10. from 
6 12 
Congratulations to the newly 
elected IFC Officers and to 
Robin Yocum for making 
Judicial Board. Brothers of 
Sigma Nu Fraternity. 
Look   our   Bowling  Green! 
The   ATO'I   MAD   DOG   is 
coming in only 2 days. 
FOR  RENT 
Rmmt. wanted: own rm $85 
mo. plus gas and elec. Call 
3520211. 
F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr. 
Univ. VIII. Mary Jo 352 4226. 
M. rmmt. for spr. qtr. 
Prefer grad or serious 
student   Prlv. berm. 352 1898 
 PERSONALS 
Applications are now being 
accepted for the editorial 
and business staff of ttie BG 
News. Application deadline Is 
5 p.m. Feb. II. Those ap 
plying for ad salesman must 
check In with Student 
Employment, 460 Student 
Services Bldg. 
WANTED 
1 or 2 F. Rmmts. needed 
Immed. or spr. qtr. Univ. 
VIII. call 352 8245. 
Need 1 M subl. 
E. Wooster Jl 
$225qtr. 
. spr  1030 
352 1282 
1 F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr. 
please call Laura 352 2823. 
Rm. to subl. March-June or 
spr. qtr. Large house at 336 
No. Main. 4 barm . ] bath, 
fireplace, dog run plenty of 
parking cable TV $70 mo. 
Stop by or call 353-8745 8. 
ask for Jim or Jack. 
1 F. rmmt. lor spr. qtr. 
Furn. apt. cheap. Call 352- 
6163. 
1 F. rmmt. spr. qtr. for apt. 
Call 352 5607. 
1 M. rmmt. till June. Leave 
name at 352-4701. 
The brothers of SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON would like to 
congratulate Bob Gathier for 
being elected IFC Vice 
President and Bud 
McLaughlin for being elected 
to the IFC Judiciary Board. 
Congratulations Mr. Ong on 
becoming the lirst Chinese 
member of the SGA Senate. 
Buff and Bags and trie Third 
World Organliatlon. 
Kappa Sig's: Though the 
temperature was low, you 
really "warmed-up" our 
Thursday nltel Than*. The 
AX's. 
Merltt - Congratulations on 
your    new    Panhel    office. 
Wear   that   Ivy   Leaf   with 
pride, you deserve It. 
       FOR SALE 
Don't forget to buy an Alpha 
Phi lollipop this week. Help 
support Cardiac Aid 
The AX Pledges wanted to 
thank their bigs tor the 
surprise We love you Your 
littles. 
Mike. tremendous and 
Brady, Get ready tor a 
"Baa" of a good time at the 
DZ formal. 
TORY'S Total Hair Care 
men and women. 352 2107 
Plaza. 352 7226 Mini Mall 6 
days. 
MAKE SOMEONE  HAPPY 
WIN   FLOWERS   ON   WIN 
DFALL 
THURS FRI 
SMUCK. Happy 22nd Bir- 
thday! Love. The Brat. 
Editor applications for 1978 
Key are now available at 310 
Student Services, deadline 
Feb. 18. 
Pendleton Realty Apts. tor 
Fall 353 3641 It does make 
a difference with whom you 
lease.   Ask your friends! 
Bill- Happy Birthday. 
Feb. 12th is a special date, 
for this time we can't wait. 
At Ann Arbor Michigan we 
will be. For the Formal of 
Alpha Phil 
Sigma Chls Thanks for the 
Thursday night warm-up, It 
was great. The Alpha Phis. 
Concord 10 speed bike excel, 
cond. aft. 5. 352-5693. 
Blinard Ski's & Caber pro. 
Boots rosemount bindings 
new. $200 or best oiler Ph. 
3724566. 
FREE DOG. Good with kids. 
May have to go to pound If 
no one wants him. If desired 
call 2 1605. 
Rmmt. needed for spr. qtr. 
Own rm. Close to campus. 
Kay 352-7073. 
That was really some tea, 
with the Betas and the Phis. 
Midnight  Rambler  was Its 
7J' Toyota Ctllca OT, Lo 
mileage 5 speed white top 
AM FM stereeo $3595 or best 
offer. 1-662-1496 after 6. 
F. rmmte. for spr qtr. $78 
mo. Close to campus Call 
352 6787 
NOTICE TO STUDENTS 
Please note In the most 
recent issue of the University 
Housing guide PREFERRED 
PROPERTIES CO. phone 
number was typed In 
correctly. The number to call 
is 352 9378. 
THURSTON MANOR 
APARTMENTS a C, fully 
carpeted, cable TV, ef 
ticiencies. laundry facilities. 
Now leasing tor summer & 
fall 451 Thurston Ave. 352 
5435 
1 or 2 F. rmmts. needed. 309 
E. Merry.  Sprg. qtr. 352 3265. 
Sbul upstairs hse. for 2 spr. 
qtr . Close to campus. Furn.. 
utll. included $95 mo. per 
person or best oiler. 352 3231. 
CAMPUS MANOR now 
renting lor summer and fall 
school vr. from $255 quarter. 
Special summer rates. 
Model open 12 4 daily. 352 
9302. 
TWO BEDROOM. FOUR 
PERSON, FURNISHED. AIR 
CONDITIONED, TENANT 
PAYS ONLY FOR ELEC- 
TRIC. $65 MONTH PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
824 SIXTH STREET. EX- 
CELLENT CONDI TION . 
WASHER 8. DRYER IN 
BUILOING. CALL 
NEWLOVE REALTY 352 
5163. 
2 Bdrm. Furn. apts. 
Summer and Fall 
352 1800 or 352-4671 
Rm. for 2M all M. House. 
Blk. from campus avail, 
now. ph. 353 3855. 
For fall near campus. 521 E. 
Merry. 4 persons 2 bedroom 
all utilities paid except 
electric. Free cable for TV. 
Building In excellent con- 
dition. No Increase from 1976 
prices. Phone 352-6447 or 352- 
6489. 
HAVEN HOUSE now leasing 
for fall of 1977. No increase 
in rate from fall of 1976. 
$350 mo. Call 352-9378. Model 
opened Sat. aft. 1-4. 
Campus Manor has openings 
lor i s. 7 gals to fill 4 gal 
apts. for w a, s qtr. 352-9302 
or 352 7365 eve. 
Tfcunday, Feb. M, 1177, The BG Newi, Pf 7 
THAW OUT YOUR EARS 
SOUND ASSOCIATES IS BREAKING THE COLD WEATHER WITH RED-HOT 
STEREO PRICES. SAVE ON THE LARGEST SELECTION OF AUDIO COMPONENTS 
IN NORTHWESTERN OHIO FROM YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DEALER. 
SAVE TODAY UNTIL THE 19TH! 
LIST $379.95 
S7310 $199.95 
Save nearly half on one of the top selling models of one of 
America's top manufacturers.   Hurry while supplies last. 
SAVE   ON   THE   SHERWOOD  S7210 
 NOW  ONLY   $164.95  
AMT-106 
An outstanding bookshelf speaker Features ESS Bextrene 
woofer and revolutionary Heil Air Motion transformer for 
"sound as clear as light."  Special low price. 
<U> PIONEER LIST 
1100.00 
MWl Mil KYIVIII r 
$73.00 
Pioneer's lowest priced turntable. Features low 
mass tonearm and belt drive system. Save on 
Pioneer! 
CD PIONEER: 
^V   LIST $400 
$256.00 
One of Pioneer's top receiver models. 50 watts RMS per 
channel output from 20 to 20 KHz at less than .1 percent 
distortion. 
Technics 
by Panasonic 
LIST 
$799.95 
$599.95 
WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL RECEIVER! 
Offers features and versatility found before only on 
separate components.    165 watts RMS per channel at 8 
ohms with less than .08 percent distortion. 
^^CL^iaAyJ.    Zero 2000B 
$169.95 
LIST 
$315.80 
Save big on one of Garrard's top turntable values. Features 
zero tracking error tonearm for low distortion. Comes complete 
with Shure M9IED cartridge. 
Deluxe high tnckability 
cartridge 
© 
LIST 
$59.95 
NOW 
ONLY $17.95 
An outstanding cartridge from one of the top 
cartridge manufacturers. Tracks from M 10 1H 
grams. 
OO® MULTIPLE PLAY MANUAL TURNTABLES 
$79.95 »u28o $154.95 LIST $226.85 
Both of these B.I.C. Multiple Play Manual Turntables give you performance 
previously unavailable in multiple play turntables. 920 comes complete with 
wood base, dust cover, and cartridge.   980 includes wood base and dust cover. 
Technics 
by Panasonic 
LIST $200 
$149.95 
Technics RS263AUS cassette deck gives 
outstanding response in its price range. 
Includes Dolby noise reduction and meter 
peak level check switch. 
SONY 
$144.95 
One of Sony's finest car units.   Features outstanding FM 
reception.   Includes AFC and locking fastforward and rewind. 
LISTEN LONGER! 
maXBll 8 Track/3 Pak 
$9.49 
LIST $15.90 
BUY 2 HS 8T-90 s 
GET 1 HE 8T-46 
FREE 
$4.69 
LIST $10.60 
Buy three Maxell UDC90 cassettes at this 
special low price and get the -->rage case 
FREE! 
Quantities are limited. Maxell's outstanding 8 track tapes give 
superior response and low noise. 
COMPLETE SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
We or* folly outhorized to service every single line 
we sell. Our investment in thousands of dollars of 
the most recent and sophisticated test geor, along 
with our qualified technicians, assures you of the 
finest service this areo has to offer, both in and out 
of warranty. 
GUARANTEED PRICE POLICY 
If you purchase a component from Sound Associates 
and find that same component selling for less from 
an authorized full service dealer in Ohio, we'll 
gladly refund you the difference. 
400 S. MAIN ST. 
FINDLAY, OHIO 
424-1191 
248 S. MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
352-3595 
5206 MONROE ST. 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
885-3547 
ENERGY CONSERVATION HOURS: MON.-FRI. NOON-8 P.M. SATURDAY NOON-5 P.M. 
'i ii .mil, I, yfieeeB 
The rampaging typhoon 
that smashed Guam on 
May 22.1976 isnton the 
front pages anymore. But 
it wiH be a long time before 
the people of Guam forget 
it And it will be a long time 
before Red Cross forgets it 
Because we were there.too. 
Help us Because the 
things we do really help. In 
your own neighborhood. 
And across America. 
And the world. 
Guam. 
counted 
onus. 
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Instant replay: BG cagers nipped again, 70-69 
By Dick Ree* 
Associate Sports Editor 
For those who had watched Saturday night, it was 
almost, an instant replay. 
Bowling Green's cagers were nipped again last night, 
this time by Eastern Michigan University, 70-69, as 
mistakes sent the Falcons reeling for the second straight 
game in Anderson Arena against a second-division Mid- 
American Conference IMAC) team. 
Eastern, which had lost nine consecutive games coming 
in, won In the final three seconds when forward Bob 
Walden's 15-foot shot from the right wing hit nothing but 
net. 
BG MISCUES WEREN'T as frequent near the end as 
they were in last Saturday's 69-68 overtime setback to 
Ohio University, but there were plenty throughout that 
came back to haunt the Falcons. 
"I don't know what it is," said BG coach John Weinert. 
"We keep making mental mistakes. And we Just don't 
come up with the big play." 
Weinert, depressed but not disgusted as he was last 
weekend, said the Falcon coaching staff didn't take 
Eastern lightly.   But he thought his players might have. 
"We Just can't figure out our kids. They come and 
play in spurts," Weinert said. "I'm really disappointed, 
but I'm not gonna make alibis. 
"You can cop out and say they (Eastern) are im- 
proving, and they are, but we should be too, and I don't 
know if we are. There's Just no excuse to give games 
away, and we're giving them away." 
THE FALCONS HELD a 69-68 lead with a minute left 
and decided to play keep-away. Greg Kampe, who 
started for only the second time this season, sped around 
in the four-comer offense, and was fouled twice. The 
one-and-one was in effect only after the second foul. 
Kampe, who had made six of seven from the line on 
the night, missed with 24 seconds left, and Eastern 
rebounded the miss, called time and set up the final play 
that went Walden's way. 
"I thought Kampe played a good game," Weinert said. 
"He missed that free throw, but that didn't cost us the 
game.   Mistakes did." 
Kampe finished with a career-high 12 points, nine 
assists and six steals. 
Tommy Harris flipped in 33 points to lead all scorers, 
with Dave Sutton the only other Falcon in double figures 
with 10, a career-high for him.  But Sutton missed a dunk 
attempt midway through the second half when he was all 
alone after a steal. Just one mistake that could have 
changed the outcome. 
HURON COACH Ray Scott, the former Detroit Pistons' 
mentor, was overjoyed with his team's first MAC win 
this season. 
"One thing about losing is that it teaches you 
humility," he said. "We came back. We've been trying 
all year, damn, have we been trying." 
Eastern is now 1-9 in the league and 6-13 overall, while 
BG dropped to 7-11 overall and 4-4 in MAC play. The 
Falcons opened their MAC season with a 103-62 rout over 
the Hurons in Ypsilanti, but Scott had an answer for that 
"We knew they (BG) weren't that good, and we 
weren't that bad, he said. 
There was no arguing that last night. 
Have the Falcon icers arrived? 
By Kill Estep 
Sports Editor 
Ron Mason is finished ex- 
perimenting. Finally. 
After a lonesome season-long 
journey through endless reshuffling 
of forwards and defen9emen, four 
overtime losses, and four defeats to 
league rival St. Louis, the BG coach 
thinks his club has arrived. 
And If Tuesday night's 11-0 Central 
Collegiate Hockey Assn. (CCHA) 
whitewash of Western Michigan and 
29 goals scored in the last four 
outings is any indication, he's right. 
"We're playing as good as a unit of 
five as we have all season with our 
defensemen and forwards," Mason 
said yesterday. "And both goalies 
are playing well again. 
"THEY WERE doing an adequate 
Job before," Mason said of BG senior 
neuninders Mike Liut and Al Sarach- 
man. "But now they're both playing 
superb. Liut made some key stops 
against York and turned away a 
couple of breaks last (Tuesday) 
night. And we need good, consistent 
play from them to be effective. 
"We're Just coming together right 
now," he said."And even our fresh- 
men line (of Yves Pelland, John 
Allen and Tom Olsen) is playing as 
well as they have all year. And if I 
can throw out a fourth line like them 
and get a goal or two..." 
He did Tuesday night. PeUand, the 
rookie center from LaSalle, Que., 
scored a pair. Add to that five goals 
from the reunited trio of Steve 
Murphy (hat trick), Byron Shutt (two 
goals) and Dave Easton, two from 
the line of Bruce Newton (one), John 
Marked (one) and Andy Crowther, 
and scores by defensemen Ken 
Morrow and Ron Lozon, and you 
have balanced scoring. 
"Our defensive combinations are 
solidified right now," Mason 
said."Goalies aren't pressed into 
making a good save continuously 
because.he knows the defense is 
playing better and the defense has 
the confidence that if they make a 
mistake, the goalie will be there." 
LIUT, WHO recorded 24 saves 
en route to lowering his overall goals 
against average to 2.64, agrees. 
"When the goalie is playing well," 
Liut said, "the defense stops 
worrying. That enables them to make 
more daring chances when they 
come up with the puck. 
"We're playing as soundly on 
defense as we have all year," he 
said. "The first two periods of play 
by them against York (last weekend) 
was the best I'd seen in four years. 
It was almost flawless." 
And how flawless were the 
Falcons, who will carry 6-5 CCHA 
and 19-8 overall records Into this 
weekend's non-league home series 
with Northern Michigan, Tuesday 
night? 
"WE DID make mistakes," Mason 
claimed. "But Mike made the stops. 
They had an excellent breakaway 
early In the first period and one later 
in the third period, but Mike 
preserved the shutout. And Jack 
Laine again had one or two chances 
in close." 
"We weren't going to lose to 
them," Liut said, "and everyone 
knew that. But, personally, I wanted 
to win completely, not 8-6 or 
something like that. 
"Last week it was 7-2 heading into 
the third period and we knew they 
weren't going to pull it out. But a 
few errors, and it's 8-4." 
"This is a confident hockey team 
right now," defensemen John Mavity 
said. "I don't think too many of the 
guys want to go to Ohio State 
again." 
THAT WOULD be in the playoffs 
and would mean Ohio State, 
presently two points ahead of the 
Falcons in the loop standings, would 
finish the regular season slate with a 
second place finish and home ice 
advantage in the playoffs. 
"We're in good shape for second 
place," Mason said."I still feel that 
the whole thing for second place 
could be decided when they (Ohio 
State) come in here Feb. 24-25. 
"I Just wish St. Louis was coming 
in here this weekend," Mason 
reflected. "But what's it mean if you 
walk off with the regular season 
championship trophy?" 
Very little when the league playoffs 
begin Mar. 4. 
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Club notes 
Vivian returns for club outing 
The Bowling Green club 
hockey team could be on 
its way to capturing the 
Midwest Collegiate Hockey 
Assn. i M<'HA i title if last 
weekend is any indication. 
Continuing to play Im- 
pressively, coach Shawn 
Walsh's club extended their 
win streak to six games 
and season record to 9-3-1. 
In the Ice Arena Friday 
night, BG played its finest 
game of the season en route 
to demolishing the highly- 
touted University of 
Dayton, 10-3. 
MARK BROZ, Dave 
Phiel, Joe Sharp, Rob 
Williams and Mike Fox all 
contributed to BG's 
balanced scoring attack. 
After trailing 5-1 after 
two periods, the Falcons 
traveled to Detroit 
Saturday and stunned the 
University of Michigan- 
Dearborn, 7-6. 
Mike Fox, a Detroit 
native, led the local icers 
with two goals and one 
assist. Greg Ramsey, 
meanwhile, delivered the 
game-winning goal with 
three minutes remaining in 
the game. 
Injury sidelines Thurmond 
CLEVELAND (AP)-- 
Veteran center Nate 
Thurmond of the Cleveland 
Cavaliers says he Is 
finished for the season, and 
if he can't rehabilitate his 
injured knee, he has played 
his last basketball game. 
The 35-year-old 
playmaker was one of the 
sparks that kept the 
Cavaliers in the National 
Basketball Assn.'s Central 
Division race this year, 
and his loss will hurt the 
club. 
Thurmond was injured 
during Tuesday night's 97- 
81 defeat in Houston. He 
said the apparent cartilage 
damage occurred when he 
"was reaching back for the 
ball...I probably just 
twisted my knee. When I 
started to run, I could tell 
it was locked." 
NATE SAID he has had 
cartilage damage before, 
but "at my age it is going 
to take me longer to 
recover." 
Now he just hopes he can 
"rehabilitate my knee and 
make the squad" next 
season. 
This weekend the' club 
travels to Detroit aiming 
for revenge of an earlier 
season loss against 
Oakland Community 
College. 
Following the varsity's 
encounter with Northern 
Michigan Saturday. BG 
hosts Miami at 10:15 p.m. 
in an important MCHA 
clash. 
Miami's program is led 
by two ex-BG coaches- 
Jack Vivian, who started 
BG's varsity program and 
Steve Cady, who coached 
BG's club team last year. 
The rifle club scored 
1,690 points to tie a club 
record Sunday when they 
defeated Western Michigan. 
The top BG shooters in- 
cluded: Steve Jolly (345), 
Jim Fisher (338) and Dean 
Poskany. Scores were out 
of 8 possible 400. 
THE OXFORD HOUSE 
MEN'S DRESS 
SLACKS 
originally   $12.00   to  $20.00 
ALL   Va  PRICED 
MEN'S 
NECKWEAR 
reg. to $8.50 
now just $2.99 
MEN'S 
WINTER COATS 
All At 35% 
Savings 
MEN'S BELTS 
All Priced 
at $2.99 
ROBES & 
LOUNGEWEAR 
Don't Miss This At 
40% Off 
MEN'S 
LEATHER & 
LEATHER- 
LOOKS 
Now At 
35% OFF 
orig. $40.00*155.00 
SWEATERS 
at 20% 
OFF 
SWEATER 
VESTS 
Going for $2.99 
T-KNECKS 
reg. $12.00 now $7.99 
$40,000.°° Stock 
EVERYTHING 
Reduction Sale 
MUST GO 
MEN'S SHIRTS 
DRESS 
& SILK PRINTS 
50% OFF 
All Sizes And Colors 
MEN'S SUITS 
reg. $95.00 to $150.00 
All At 20% to 60% Savings 
Alterations Extra 
MEN'S 
CASUAL 
SHIRTS 
All At $7.99 
reg.   $10.00  to  $18.00 
MEN'S 
JEANS 
reg 
11.00 
13.00 
15.00 
21.00 
22.00 
WOMEN'S CASUAL 
SLACKS 
SLACKS SELL FOR ONLY 
$15 $$.98 
$1$ $7.$» 
$17 $7.99 
$18 $8.99 
$19 $899 
$-' $9.99 
$21 $9.9$ 
$22 $10.99 
COME EARLY FOR THIS SPECIAL 
WOMEN'S 
SWEATERS 
rog.  to  $22.00 
Will  Go  Quickly 
«     '/.   PRICE 
WOMEN'S 
CORDUROY 
SLACKS & 
SKIRTS 
ALL 50% OFF 
MEN'S 
FLANNEL SHIRTS 
reg $9.95 now $S.M 
10.00 $5.00 
11.95 K.M 
18.00 $».•$ 
large  Selection 
MEN'S 
UNDERWEAR 
Hones   Undercolors 
Buy  One Get  One  Free 
All Others 
10%   OH 
WOMEN'S WINTER 
COORDINATES 
ALL V2 PRICED 
WOMEN'S CASUAL 
TOPS 
origin. $9.00 to $14.00 
Slashed To $5.99 
WOMEN'S 
MOODY'S GOOSE TOPS 
reg. $12.50 to $15.00 
reduced to just   $8.99 
WOMEN'S JEANS 
& CORDS 
originally from $17.00 to $22.00 
ALL AT 30% OFF 
MANY UNADVERTISED BARGAINS 
OPEN Mon. thru. Fri. til 6 
Saturday til 5 
OXFORD HOUSE 
518 E. WOOSTER 
Don't Forget: Valentine's Day Is Monday, February 14th 
MASTERCHARGE  AND 
BANKAMERICARD 
ACCEPTED 
